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All elementary particles in nature can be classified as fermions with half-integer spin and bosons with inte-
ger spin. Within quantum electrodynamics (QED), even though the spin of the Dirac particle is well defined,
there exist open questions on the quantized description of spin of the gauge field particle—the photon. Here,
we discover the quantum operators for the spin angular momentum (SAM) SM = (1/c)
∫
d3 xpi × A and or-
bital angular momentum (OAM) LM = −(1/c)
∫
d3 xpiµx × ∇Aµ of the photon, where piµ is the the conjugate
canonical momentum of the gauge field Aµ. Using relativistic field theory, we show that these physical quan-
tities obey the canonical commutation relations for angular momenta. Importantly, we reveal a fundamental
gauge-hiding mechanism that identifies the missing link between the complete photon spin operator and exper-
imental observables the transverse-field photon spin and helicity. Our work resolves the long-standing issues
on the decomposition of orbital and spin angular momentum of the photon with applications in quantum optics,
topological photonics as well as nanophotonics and also has important ramifications for the spin structure of
nucleons.
Spin is the fundamental property that distinguishes the two
types of elementary particles: fermions with half-integer spins
and bosons with integer spins. Beth’s seminal experiment has
shown that each circularly polarized plane-wave photon car-
ries angular momentum of ~ [1]. An earlier experiment work
implemented by Raman and Bhagavantam even pointed out
that this angular momentum belongs to the photon spin [2].
The polarization of the electromagnetic (EM) field is com-
monly accepted as the “intrinsic” degree of the freedom of
the photon. However, apart from these well established global
properties of polarization, more recently, the photon spin den-
sity, a local quantity which is a function of space and time
has risen to the forefront of multiple fields [3–7]. It should
be noted that, almost 100 years have passed, yet a complete
quantum treatment of the photon spin which connects space-
time dependent fields and the global observables has never
been achieved.
This problem is of significant interest in quantum optics,
nanophotonics and topological photonics. A substantial body
of work based on the free-space classical Maxwell equa-
tions has been devoted to finding the measurable photon spin
angular momentum (SAM) and orbital angular momentum
(OAM) [8–12]. Quantization of photon spin is also the hall-
mark of topological electromagnetic phases of matter [13, 14]
and skyrmion texture in optical scattering experiments [15].
In the near-field of nanophotonic structures, evanescent waves
exhibit universal spin-momentum locking widely studied in
2D materials, photonic crystal waveguides, optical fibers and
metamaterials [16–20]. Here, a significant advancement for
these fields is reported by exploiting a paradigm shift in ap-
proach for photonics - we appeal to a fundamental QED la-
grangian including Dirac particles to quantize the spin of the
light field.
Even in the context of high-energy physics, there is an on-
going discussion on the decomposition of the angular momen-
tum of the photon or gluon into SAM and OAM parts [7, 21–
26]. Leader and Lorce´ have written a pedagogical review to
explain these important open challenges for the field [27]. The
fundamental difficulty stems from the puzzling fact that the
genuine gauge-invariant photon spin operator does not exist.
Our work utilizes relativistic field theory to pave the way and
resolve these long-standing questions in photon spin with fu-
ture implications for the spin structure of the nucleon [28].
The gravity of the problem becomes clear on comparing to
the routinely used Dirac spin operator SD = (~/2)
∫
d3xψ†Σˆψ.
These obey the canonical commutation relationships for an-
gular momenta. However, a genuine quantum operator for the
photon spin SM , which satisfy the standard equal-time com-
mutation relations [S M,i, S M, j] = i~i jkS M,k, has never been
addressed. We solve this open problem within the canonical
quantization framework. We explicitly derive the quantum op-
erators for the spin SM and OAM LM of the photon by quantiz-
ing the electromagnetic (EM) field covariantly in the Lorenz
gauge.
Our quantum operators SM and LM take into account the
subtle role of longitudinal and scalar photons and therefore
are not gauge invariant. To incorporate gauge invariance into
the theoretical framework, we put forth a fundamental re-
decomposition of the total angular momentum of the com-
bined Dirac-Maxwell fields (see Fig. 1). We reveal a subtle ef-
fect that has been surprisingly overlooked till date: the contri-
bution of the photon spin from longitudinal photons is hidden
by the requirement of gauge invariance. The only experimen-
tally measurable part of the photon spin is its transverse-field
part, even when interacting with Dirac particles. We only fo-
cus on the spin of the photon. However, we believe our results
can be generalized in the future to the other massless gauge
boson—the gluon [27, 29].
Historically, duality symmetry of classical electromag-
netism in source free regions was the chosen route to under-
stand conservation relation between the photon spin density
and helicity [30–32]. Important recent works have general-
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rotating-wave approximation in the EM field angular momen-
tum plays a key role in the gauge-invariant decomposition of
the QED angular momentum.
There is a fundamental requirement that a measurable quan-
tity can not change under a gauge transformation. However,
both SM and LM defined above for the free-space photon are
not gauge-invariant. Thus, they are not real physical observ-
ables. This has been anticipated. Because only the two trans-
verse polarizations are allowed for the photon in free space.
Thus, there should not be enough degrees to construct the
gauge-invariant quantum spin-1 operator for the free-space
photon. In the presence of charges, longitudinal electric field
exists. One question arises whether can we construct a gauge-
invariant photon operator in this case? Next, we will answer
this question and solve the gauge-dependence issue.
GAUGE INVARIANT OBSERVABLES
Photons are massless gauge bosons under the local U(1)-
gauge symmetry of the standard QED Lagrangian density
LQED,ST = i~c ¯ µ@µ   mc2 ¯   qc ¯ µAµ + LM,ST. Thus,
the gauge-dependence problem can only be fully solved by re-
checking the combined Dirac-Maxwell fields. Here, we first
start from a gauge-dependent Lagrangian density
LQED = i~c ¯ µ@µ   mc2 ¯   qc ¯ µAµ +LM , (19)
due to the gauge non-invariant Lagrangian density LM . We
show that a re-decomposition of the total angular momentum
and enforcement of the Lorenz gauge condition are needed to
remove the gauge dependence. We also show that the gauge
issue can be solved equivalently by quantizing the standard
gauge-invariant Lagrangian density LQED,ST in the Coulomb
gauge.
The total QED angular momentum obtained from LQED
contains four parts J = SD + LD + SM + LM [35]. The SAM
and OAM of the photon have been given in the previous sec-
tion. The SAM and OAM of the Dirac field are given by
SD = 12~
R
d3x †⌃ˆ and LD =  i~
R
d3x †x ⇥ r , respec-
tively. Except the Dirac spin, all the other three parts in J
are not gauge invariant. To obtain the gauge invariant observ-
ables, we extract the parts in SM and LM containing scalar and
longitudinal photons and merge them into LD:
LD + SM + LM = L0D + hM + L
0
M . (20)
The gauge invariant part of our photon SAM and OAM
operators recovers the angular momentum of the classcical
light [30]
hM = i~
Z
d3k(a†k,2ak,1 a†k,1ak,2)✏(k, 3)="0
Z
d3xE?⇥A?, (21)
and
L0M= i~
Z
d3k
X
 =1,2
a†k, (k⇥rk)ak, ="0
Z
d3xE j?x⇥rAj?, (22)
where we have used the relation between ⇡ and the electric
field E =  c
⇣
@0A + rA0
⌘
= cµ0⇡   crA0. This shows that
the gauge-invariant part hM of the photon spin is its projection
only in the propagating direction, which is the well-known
photon helicity.
The OAM of the Dirac field now changes into
L0D =
Z
d3x †x ⇥ ( i~r) + Lpure, (23)
where the pure gauge contribution Lpure from the EM field is
given by
Lpure = i~
Z
d3k
⇣
a†k,0k ⇥ rkak,0   a†k,3k ⇥ rkak,3
⌘
.
By enforcing the Gupta-Bleuer gauge constraint for the cou-
pled fields
⇥
ak,3(t)   ak,0(t) + ⇠0(k)⇤ | i = 0 [30], the mean
value of L0D in an arbitrary physical state | i equals to [35]
h |L0D| i = h |
Z
d3x †x ⇥ ( i~r   qAk) | i (24)
Here, we have used the the coupling of the scalar field to the
Dirac field
⇠0(k) =
c
~!k
s
~
2"0!k(2⇡)3
Z
d3x⇢e(x)e ik·x. (25)
and the definition of the charge density ⇢e(x) = q †(x) (x).
The equivalent operator [on the right-hand side of (24)] of the
OAM of the Dirac field is obviously gauge invariant.
We now show how to resolve the gauge dependence starting
from the standard gauge-invariant QED Lagrangian density
LQED,ST. To canonically quantize the fields, we need to elimi-
nate the redundant gauge-dependent variables A0 and Ak [30].
Applying the Noether’s theorem to the reduced Lagrangian
density,
L0QED,ST =i~c ¯ µ@µ   mc2 ¯  
Z
d3x0
⇢e(x)⇢e(x0)
8⇡"0|x   x0|
 qc †↵ · A? + 12µ0 [(@0A?)
2 (r ⇥ A?)2], (26)
we obtain the total angular momentum J = SD+LD+hM+L0M ,
which is invariant under the c-number gauge transformation in
the Coulomb gauge [35]. In stead of the full photon spin op-
erator SM , only the photon helicity hM can be obtained. This
recovers the photon angular momentum obtained via quanti-
zation of the LQED in the Lorenz gauge. We also note that the
longitudinal electric field, which fully comes from the excita-
tions in the scalar field by the Dirac particle both in the Lorenz
and Coulomb gauges [30, 32, 33], does not contribute to the
photon spin.
3
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FIG. 1. Comparison between our proposed canonical and gauge-invariant decompositions of the total QED angular momentum. In the
canonical decomposition J = SD + LD + SM + LM , the four angular momenta commute with each other and all of them satisfy the angular
momentum commutation relations. But three of them are not gauge invariant. In the decomposition J = SD + LobsD + S
obs
M + L
obs
M , all the four
parts are gauge invariant and they also commute with each other. Thus, they can be measured independently in experiment. The term Lpure
denotes the pure gauge contribution of the light to the Dirac orbital angular momentum (OAM), which will disappear in the Coulomb gauge.
In the Lorenz gauge, its mean value on any physical state |Φ〉 is given by 〈Φ|Lpure|Φ〉 = −q〈Φ|
∫
d3 xψ†x × A‖ψ|Φ〉, which makes LobsD gauge
invariant.
ized this approach [33, 34]. However, QED requires local
U(1) gauge symmetry, a paradigm shift, to capture quantum
light-matter interaction. Our work also fills this historic gap
by investigating the angular-momentum conservation law of
the combined Dirac-Maxwell fields.
QUANTUM SPIN AND ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
OPERATORS OF THE PHOTON
We utilize a quantum field theory framework to analyze the
spin and orbital angular momentum of the photon. In con-
ventional, cavity QED only the transverse degrees of freedom
for the photon are quantized. In stark contrast, our relativis-
tic treatment shows that longitudinally polarized photons are
necessary to construct the full spin-1 operator for the pho-
ton. The subtle detail, overlooked previously, becomes self-
evident in our starting Lagrangian that incorporates both the
longitudinal part of the vector potential A and the scalar po-
tential A0. These quantities can not be quantized with the
standard Maxwell Lagrangian density LM,ST = −FµνFµν/4µ0
(Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is the EM field tensor) because there
is no canonical conjugate momentum corresponding to the
scalar field A0 and the longitudinal potential A‖ with zero curl
(∇ × A‖ = 0) has also shown to be a redundant dynamical
variable (see Chap. II in Ref. [35] ).
To obtain complete knowledge of the polarization degrees
of freedom, we start from the gauge-fixed Maxwell La-
grangian density [35, 36]
LM = −(∂µAν)(∂µAν)/2µ0. (1)
The covariant quantization of the photon in the Lorenz gauge
can be realized by defining the canonically conjugate momen-
tum [35, 36]
piµ =
∂LM
∂(∂0Aµ)
= − 1
µ0
∂0Aµ, (2)
and postulating the fundamental equal-time commutation re-
lations (ETCRs),
[Aµ(x, t), piµ(x′, t)] = i~cgµνδ3(x − x′), (3)
[Aµ(x, t), Aν(x′, t)] = [piµ(x, t), piµ(x′, t)] = 0, (4)
with the metric tensor gλλ′ = diag{1,−1,−1,−1} of the
Minkowski space and the speed of light c = 1/
√
µ0ε0 in vac-
uum. The photon Hamiltonian is given by
HM = − 12µ0
∫
d3x
[
µ20pi
µpiµ + (∇Aµ) · (∇Aµ)
]
. (5)
We note that piµ and Aµ are now quantum operators. But, to
highlight the spin degrees, we only add the ˆ symbol on the
spin matrices throughout this paper.
The fundamental connection between a continuous symme-
try and and the corresponding conservation law was given by
Noether. Applying Noether’s theorem on the Lorentz rotation
3symmetry [36], we obtain the angular momentum tensor den-
sity from LM ,
MµνλM = Θ
µλ
M x
ν − ΘµνM xλ +
∂LM
∂(∂µAσ)
(Iνλ)στAτ (6)
= Θ
µλ
M x
ν − ΘµνM xλ −
1
µ0
[(∂µAν)Aλ − (∂µAλ)Aν] (7)
where ΘµλM is the energy-momentum tensor (see details in sup-
plementary material [37]) and the infinitesimal Lorentz trans-
formation generator for the vector field is given by
(Iαβ)µν = gαµgβν − gανgβµ, (8)
which is a an anti-symmetric matrix (Iαβ)µν = −(Iβα)µν. Fo-
cusing on the three-dimensional rotation symmetry [37], we,
arrive at the central result of our paper—the striking quantum
operators of the spin and OAM of the photon,
SM = − 1
µ0c
∫
d3x(∂0A) × A = 1c
∫
d3xpi × A (9)
and
LM =
1
µ0c
∫
d3x(∂0Aµ)x × ∇Aµ = −1c
∫
d3xpiµx × ∇Aµ. (10)
Of course, given the long-standing nature of the problem, fun-
damental checks are required to verify this is indeed the SAM
and OAM of the photon. Utilizing the ETCRs in Eqs. (3)
and (4), we show that our defined photon spin and OAM op-
erators satisfy the standard angular momentum commutation
relations
[S M,i, S M, j] = i~i jkS M,k, (11)
[LM,i, LM, j] = i~i jkLM,k, (12)
[LM,i, S M, j] = 0, (13)
where i jk is the three-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor and
i, j = 1, 2, 3. The commutation for the photon spin has never
been derived from the fundamental field ETCR ansatz (54)
and (55). Note the other striking result—the SAM and OAM
operators of the photon commute. We also emphasize that this
commutation relation can not be obtained from the standard
Maxwell Lagrangian density LM,ST under the non-covariant
quantization scheme.
It is well known that the Dirac spin operators obey SU(2)
symmetry. To clearly show the SO(3) symmetry in the quan-
tum spin degrees of the photon, we perform the plane-wave
expansions on the vector potential and its canonically conju-
gate momentum (see Chap. 7 in Ref [36])
Aµ =
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
[
ak,λµ(k, λ)eik·x + h.c.
]
, (14)
piµ = i
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
√
~ωk
2µ0(2pi)3
[
ak,λµ(k, λ)eik·x − h.c.
]
, (15)
where ωk = c|k| is frequency of the mode with wave vec-
tor k and the unit vectors (k, λ) describe the four polar-
ization photons. Following the convention [35, 36], we let
the two unit vectors (k, 1) and (k, 2) denote the two trans-
verse modes, (k, 3) = (0, k/|k|) for the longitudinal photon,
and (k, 0) = (1, 0, 0, 0) for the scalar photon. In the fol-
lowing, we also use (k, λ) to denote the spatial part of the
four-vector (k, λ). From the ETCR ansatz in Eq. (3) and
(4), we can derive the familiar bosonic commutation relations
for the ladder operators [ak,λ, a
†
k′,λ′ ] = −gλλ′δ3(k − k′) and
[ak,λ, ak′,λ′ ] = [a
†
k,λ, a
†
k′,λ′ ] = 0.
Before we evaluate the spin operator, we underscore the im-
portance of additional degrees of freedom beyond two trans-
verse photons i.e. longitudinal as well as scalar photon contri-
butions in the photon Hamiltonian. As we will show, they are
necessary for realizing SO(3) symmetry for photon spin. The
Hamiltonian (5) written in terms of space-time variables can
now be expanded in plane wave momentum-space as [35, 36]
HM =
∫
d3k~ωk
(
a†k,1ak,1+a
†
k,2ak,2+a
†
k,3ak,3−a†k,0ak,0
)
. (16)
We emphasize that only normal-ordering but no rotating-wave
approximation has been assumed here. The counter-rotating
wave terms (e.g., ak,λa−k,λ and a†k,λa
†
−k,λ) from the first and
second parts in Eq. (5) cancel out with each other. The astute
reader will notice negative frequency and negative state norm
problems with this form of the photon Hamiltonian. These can
be solved using standard techniques of Gupta-Bleuler con-
straint and Dirac’s indefinite metric in space of quantum states
(see Chap. V in [35]). The Gupta-Bleuler constraint, which
is the quantum version of the Lorenz gauge condition, is es-
sential to remove the gauge dependence in the Lorenz-gauge
quantization framework as shown in the next section.
Using the plane wave expansion, we now re-express our
discovered photon spin operator (9) in an appealing and intu-
itive form in wave-vector space
SM = ~
∫
d3kφ†k sˆφk, (17)
where the column-vector φk = [ak,1, ak,2, ak,3]T is the field
operator of the photon in wave-vector space and the 3 × 3
matrix sˆ =
∑3
λ=1 sˆλ(k, λ) is the spin-1 operator of the photon
with the SO(3) rotation generators
sˆ1 =
 0 0 00 0 −i0 i 0
 , sˆ2 =
 0 0 i0 0 0−i 0 0
 , sˆ3 =
 0 −i 0i 0 00 0 0
 . (18)
In the derivation above, we have neglected the counter-
rotating wave term in the spin operator (17). We note that the
fundamental reason is that these terms do not commute with
the Hamiltonian, [ak,λa−k,λ′ ,HM] , 0. To guarantee conser-
vation of total angular momentum (i.e., [JM ,HM] = 0) where
JM = SM+LM , these counter-rotating wave terms must be dis-
carded. Our approach is in stark contrast to the usual argument
4applied to quantities like helicity which only time-average to
zero due to oscillation at the frequency 2ωk [36].
The direction of our defined photon spin is completely de-
termined by the polarization [i.e., the unit vector (k, λ)] of
the photon. Thus, the spin operator indeed describes the “in-
trinsic” degrees of freedom of the photon. This is significantly
different from the OAM of the photon that we obtain
LM = i~
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
gλλa†k,λ(k × ∇k)ak,λ, (19)
whose direction is fully determined by the orbital motion.
Similar to the photon spin, the counter-rotating wave terms
in LM have been neglected. The rotating-wave approximation
in the EM field angular momentum also plays a key role in
the gauge-invariant decomposition of the QED angular mo-
mentum [37].
There remain two subtle aspects that need further explo-
ration for developing a full quantum theory of photon spin.
Firstly, there is a fundamental requirement in QED that a mea-
surable quantity can not change under a gauge transforma-
tion. However, both SM and LM defined above for the free-
space photon are not gauge invariant because longitudinal and
scalar photons are involved. Thus, they are not direct physi-
cal observables. We argue that this is a fundamental tenet in
the construction of the correct quantum theory because addi-
tional hidden degrees of freedom are necessary to construct
the above quantum spin-1 operator for the free-space photon.
On the other hand, only two transverse polarizations are al-
lowed for the photon in free space. Secondly, in the presence
of charges (Dirac particles), the EM field acquires a longi-
tudinal (near-field) component that is beyond the transverse
photons commonly encountered in vacuum. Can we con-
struct a gauge-invariant photon spin operator in the presence
of charges? Next, we will answer this question conclusively
and show how to incorporate the gauge invariance into the
photon angular momenta.
GAUGE INVARIANT OBSERVABLES
To put forth a gauge invariant theoretical framework we
note that photons are massless gauge bosons under the lo-
cal U(1)-gauge symmetry of the standard (subscript “ST”)
QED Lagrangian density LQED,ST = i~cψ¯γµ∂µψ − mc2ψ¯ψ −
qcψ¯γµAµψ+LM,ST. Thus, the gauge-dependence problem can
only be fully solved by a theoretical framework that combines
Dirac-Maxwell fields. This line of exploration is a paradigm
shift from previous approaches in the field of photonics that do
not use a fundamental QED theory including Dirac particles
for addressing this problem. We argue that any measurement
process of photon’s SAM and OAM necessarily requires inter-
action with matter i.e. Dirac-Maxwell fields have to be ana-
lyzed as opposed to Maxwell fields alone. Thus, conservation
laws which emerge from the combined Dirac-Maxwell-field
angular momenta provides the clear path towards analyzing
experimental observables. Schematically, this is depicted in
Fig. 1 which deals with a relativistic quantum scattering ex-
periment of a photon with a Dirac particle [38]. We put forth
the OAM and SAM conservation laws in this set-up to de-
velop a theoretical framework for gauge invariant SAM and
OAM observables.
We first start from a gauge non-invariant QED Lagrangian
density
LQED = i~cψ¯γµ∂µψ − mc2ψ¯ψ − qcψ¯γµAµψ +LM , (20)
where the gauge non-invariance arises from LM . We ex-
ploit a novel re-decomposition of the total angular momentum
and enforcement of the Lorenz gauge condition to obtain the
gauge-invariant SAM and OAM. To prove that our procedure
is exact, we arrive at the same striking result through an alter-
native path where the gauge issue can be solved by quantizing
the standard gauge-invariant Lagrangian density LQED,ST in
the Coulomb gauge.
Canonical decomposition: According to Noether’s theo-
rem, the total QED angular momentum obtained from LQED
contains four parts J = SD + LD + SM + LM . The SAM and
OAM of the photon have been given in the previous part of
the work. The SAM and OAM of the Dirac field are given by
SD = 12~
∫
d3xψ†Σˆψ and LD = −i~
∫
d3xψ†x × ∇ψ, respec-
tively. All four parts in the canonical decomposition satisfy
the angular momentum commutation relations and they com-
mute with each other. However, except for the Dirac spin, all
the other three parts in J are not gauge invariant. In Fig. 1, we
contrast the canonical decomposition of the total QED angular
momentum with the following gauge invariant decomposition.
Gauge-invariant decomposition: To obtain the gauge-
invariant observables, we introduce the concept of gauge flow.
Here, we extract the parts in SM and LM containing scalar and
longitudinal photons and flow them into the OAM of the Dirac
field LD. Then, we obtain the gauge-invariant decomposition
of the total angular momentum:
SD + LD + SM + LM = J = SD + LobsD + S
obs
M + L
obs
M . (21)
The gauge invariant part of our defined photon SAM and
OAM operators recovers the angular momentum of the class-
cical light [35]
SobsM =
∫
d3ksk,3 =ε0
∫
d3xE⊥×A⊥, (22)
and
LobsM =−i~
∫
d3k
∑
λ=1,2
a†k,λ(k×∇k)ak,λ=ε0
∫
d3xE j⊥x×∇A j⊥, (23)
where sk,3 = i~(a†k,2ak,1−a†k,1ak,2)(k, 3) is the observable spin
density in k-space and we have used the relation between pi
and the electric field E = −c
(
∂0A + ∇A0
)
= cµ0pi − c∇A0.
This shows that the gauge-invariant part of the photon spin
SobsM is its projection only in the propagating direction. We
note that the SobsM has been incorrectly regarded as the full
5photon spin previously [35] as it does not obey angular mo-
mentum commutation rules. Here, we clearly show that it is
only the transverse-field sector of the total photon spin (S M).
There is another important physical observable related to
circularly polarized photons and closely related to the photon
spin—the photon helicity. Helicity is the magnitude of spin
projection on the propagating direction of the particle, which
is a Lorentz invariant scalar. Because SobsM is the only observ-
able part of the photon spin in free space, thus the photon
helicity is given by
ΛM =
∫
d3k
sk,3 · k
|k| (24)
= i~
∫
d3k(a†k,2ak,1−a†k,1ak,2)=ε0c
∫
d3xA⊥ ·B. (25)
The gauge-invariant OAM of the Dirac field now reads
LobsD =
∫
d3xψ†x × (−i~∇)ψ + Lpure, (26)
where the pure gauge contribution Lpure from the EM field is
given by
Lpure = i~
∫
d3k
(
a†k,0k × ∇kak,0 − a†k,3k × ∇kak,3
)
.
By enforcing the Gupta-Bleuer gauge constraint for the cou-
pled fields
[
ak,3(t) − ak,0(t) + ξ0(k)] |Φ〉 = 0 [35], the mean
value of LobsD in an arbitrary physical state |Φ〉 equals to [37]
〈Φ|LobsD |Φ〉 = 〈Φ|
∫
d3xψ†x × (−i~∇ − qA‖)ψ|Φ〉 (27)
Here, we have used the the coupling of the scalar field to the
Dirac field
ξ0(k) =
c
~ωk
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
∫
d3xρe(x)e−ik·x. (28)
and the definition of the charge density ρe(x) = qψ†(x)ψ(x).
The equivalent operator [on the right-hand side of (27)] of the
OAM of the Dirac field is gauge invariant as expected.
To settle all doubt about our results, we now show how to
obtain the gauge-invariant angular momenta starting from the
standard QED Lagrangian density LQED,ST. To canonically
quantize the fields, we need to eliminate the redundant gauge-
dependent variables A0 and A‖ [35] to obtain the reduced
Lagrangian density,
L′QED,ST =i~cψ¯γµ∂µψ − mc2ψ¯ψ−
∫
d3x′
ρe(x)ρe(x′)
8piε0|x − x′|
−qcψ†α · A⊥ψ+ 12µ0 [(∂0A⊥)
2−(∇ × A⊥)2], (29)
in which the coupling between the scalar field A0 and the
Dirac field finally gives the Coulomb interaction. Then, the
obtained gauge-invariant quantum angular momentum (see
supplementary material [37])
J = SD + LD + SobsM + L
obs
M , (30)
evidently recovers the results from the Lorenz gauge quan-
tization framework. We note that the pure gauge contribu-
tion to the OAM of the Dirac field disappears in the Coulomb
gauge. Instead of the full photon spin operator SM , only the
transverse-field photon spin SobsM is obtained. We also note that
the longitudinal electric field, which is tied entirely to the ex-
citations in the scalar field by the Dirac particle [35, 39, 40],
does not contribute to the observable photon spin both in the
Lorenz and Coulomb gauges.
We argue that our decomposition of the total QED angular
momentum J = SD + LobsD + S
obs
M + L
obs
M is the most natural
and physical picture. The definition of the Dirac spin does not
change, which certainly satisfies the standard angular momen-
tum commutation relation [S D,i, S D, j] = i~i jkS D,k. Except the
photon spin, the other two quantities also satisfy the commu-
tation relations
[LobsD,i , L
obs
D, j] = i~i jkL
obs
D,k, (31)
[LobsM,i, L
obs
M, j] = i~i jkL
obs
M,k. (32)
As shown by van Enk and Nienhuis [8], the components of
the transverse-field photon spin commute with each other
[S obsM,i, S
obs
M, j] = 0. (33)
Compared with the full photon spin operator SM , SobsM does not
contain the contribution from longitudinally polarized photon.
The photon spin density sk,3 in k-space with different wave
vectors commute,i.e., [sk,3, sk′,3] = 0. After being projected to
a local coordinate frame, all the three components of sk,3 only
contains the projection of SM in k-direction, which definitely
commutes with itself. We also emphasize that the four parts in
our decomposition of J commute with each other. Thus, they
can be measured independently in experiment. This marks a
significant departure from previous decompositions [22–25].
GAUGE-HIDING MECHANISM
We now show that the spin contribution from longitudinal
photons is hidden even in the presence of a Dirac particle. Our
result is intriguing since the longitudinal electric field always
exists in the presence of sources i.e. charged particles. From
equation (17), we see that the gauge-dependent longitudinal
photons are essential to construct the full quantum operator
of the photon spin SM . However, these photons only exist in
virtual processes and cannot be directly measured in experi-
ment. As shown in equation (21), after removing the gauge
non-invariant parts, only the transverse-field photon spin is
left behind. While the longitudinal and scalar degrees of free-
dom are necessary for a spin-1 vector theory, its suppression
from observability arises from the gauge invariance require-
ment. We term this as the gauge-hiding mechanism of photon
spin.
This mechanism is significantly different from the well-
known fact that the gauge field must be massless to guaran-
tee the local gauge invariance of the Lagrangian density in
6the gauge-field theory. To explain the massive W and Z gauge
bosons, the Anderson-Higgs mechanism was proposed to give
mass to the gauge field [41]. We anticipate that the Anderson-
Higgs mechanism will also unveil the hidden spin of the gauge
field. Due to the emergent gauge symmetry breaking in the
ground state, the corresponding Goldstone mode can be ab-
sorbed by the gauge field to create longitudinally polarized
gauge bosons. As shown in Eq. (17), these emergent longitu-
dinally polarized gauge bosons can generate observable spin
of the gauge field beyond SobsM , which could be measured in a
superconductor [42, 43] or a superfluid [44].
CONCLUSION
Finally, we give a short summary of our work. Global prop-
erties of photon polarization are well known but the photon
spin-density a locally space and time varying quantity is a new
frontier of modern research. We have discovered the quan-
tum operator of the photon spin reconciling these two fun-
damentally important points of view. Our approach presents
a paradigm shift for the photonics community as it involves
Dirac-Maxwell fields in a QED framework. The open prob-
lem of satisfying the angular momentum commutation rela-
tions for photon spin have been solved. We note that the spin
operator necessarily consists of an observable and unobserv-
able sector, i.e. its contribution from longitudinal photons
has been hidden by the gauge invariance requirement. Our
revealed gauge-hiding mechanism successfully explains why
only the transverse-field photon spin can be measured in ex-
periment. All four terms in the gauge-invariant decomposition
(30) of the total QED angular momentum commute with each
other and can be measured independently. In experiment, our
defined observable part of the photon spin SobsM and photon
OAM LobsM can be verified through interaction with electron
spin in 2D materials, cold atoms, and quantum dots.
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7Supplemental Materials: Quantum spin operator of the photon
ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF LIGHT
To covariantly quantize the electromagnetic (EM) field in the Lorenz gauge, we use the following Maxwell Lagrangian
density [35, 36],
LM = − 12µ0 (∂µA
ν)(∂µAν). (34)
We note that, different from the standard one LM,ST = −(1/4µ0)FµνFµν, the Lagrangian density LM itself is not gauge invariant.
Because photons are spin-1 particles, the longitudinal vector potential has to be quantized to provide enough polarization degrees
of freedom for the construction of the full photon spin operator. Thus, we start from the gauge-dependent Lagrangian density
LM instead of the standard one LMST. We will also show how to eliminate the gauge-dependence in the physical quantities via
the gauge condition in the following.
It is well-known in classical gauge field theory, that the Lagrangian density giving the same Maxwell-Lorentz equations is not
unique. We can always add to the Lagrangian density the time derivative of a function and the divergence of an arbitrary vector,
which tends to 0 sufficiently fast at infinity. These two Lagrangian density LM and LM,ST can be connected via [35, 36]
LM = LM,ST − 12(∂µA
µ)2 +
1
2
∂µ[Aν(∂νAµ) − (∂νAν)Aµ]. (35)
The last four divergence term can be dropped. To guarantee that LM can give the correct Maxwell-Lorentz equations, more
importantly to guarantee the gauge-invariance of physical observables, the Lorenz gauge condition ∂µAµ = 0 must be enforced.
Noether’s theorem tells us that if the action W =
∫
d4xL keeps invariant under a continuous symmetry transformation, a
conserved quantity can be obtained (see Chap.2 in Ref. [36]). Applying the Noether’s theorem to the translation symmetry, we
can the canonical energy-momentum tensor
Θ
µν
M =
∂LM
∂(∂µAσ)
∂νAσ − gµνLM = − 1
µ0
(∂µAσ)(∂νAσ) +
1
2µ0
gµν(∂ρAσ)(∂ρAσ). (36)
This leads to the conserved four-momentum vector
PνM = Θ
0,ν
M = −
1
µ0
(∂0Aσ)(∂νAσ) +
1
2µ0
g0ν(∂ρAσ)(∂ρAσ). (37)
The time compoent of PνM gives the Hamiltonian (energy) of the system HM = P
0
M =
∫
d3xHM , with Hamiltonian density
HM = − 12µ0
[
(∂0Aσ)(∂0Aσ) + (∇Aσ) · (∇Aσ)
]
. (38)
The spatial of PνM gives the momentum of the EM field
PM = ε0
∫
d3xA˙σ∇Aσ, (39)
where we have divided an extra constant c to get the correct momentum unit.
Applying the Noether’s theorem to the three-dimensional rotation symmetry [36], we obtain the angular momentum tensor
density
MµνλM = Θ
µλ
M x
ν − ΘµνM xλ +
∂LM
∂(∂µAσ)
(Iνλ)στAτ (40)
where infinitesimal generator for the vector field is given by
(Iαβ)µν = gαµgβν − gανgβµ. (41)
This generator is a an antisymmetric matrix
(Iαβ)µν = −(Iβα)µν. (42)
8Utilizing ΘµνM and LM , we have
MµνλM = Θ
µλ
M x
ν − ΘµνM xλ −
1
µ0
(∂µAσ)(gνσgλτ − gντgλσ)Aτ (43)
= Θ
µλ
M x
ν − ΘµνM xλ −
1
µ0
[(∂µAν)Aλ − (∂µAλ)Aν]. (44)
The total angular momentum Mi jM can be obtained from the angular momentum density M
µνλ
M by setting µ = 0 and taking
spatial components of ν and λ. Here, we split the total angular momentum into two parts. The first one denotes the orbital
angular momentum Li jM =
∫
d3x(Θ0 jM x
i − Θ0iM x j) and the second part describes the intrinsic angular momentum (the spin) of the
vector field S i jM = − 1µ0
∫
d3x[(∂0Ai)A j − (∂0A j)Ai], with i, j = x, y, z. It is straightforward to see that, in terms of three-vectors
with relation
JkM =
1
2
 i jk Mi j, (45)
the orbital angular momentum reads
LM =
1
µ0c
∫
d3x(∂0Aµ)x × ∇Aµ, (46)
and spin angular momentum reads
SM = − 1
µ0c
∫
d3x[(∂0A) × A]. (47)
QUANTUM COMMUTATION RELATIONS FOR ANGULAR MOMENTA
We now show how to obtain the standard quantum commutation relations for the angular momentum of light within the
canonical quantization framework. We first define the canonical conjugate momentum
piµ =
∂LQED
∂(∂0Aµ)
= − 1
µ0
∂0Aµ. (48)
The EM field is quantized by postulating the equal-time commutation relations,
[Aµ(x, t), piµ(x′, t)] = i~cgµνδ3(x − x′), (49)
[Aµ(x, t), Aν(x′, t)] = [piµ(x, t), piµ(x′, t)] = 0, (50)
where gλλ
′
= diag{1,−1,−1,−1} is the metric tensor of the Minkovski space.
Then, we can re-write the Hamiltonian density of the photon as
HM = − 12µ0
[
µ20pi
µpiµ + (∇Aµ) · (∇Aµ)
]
. (51)
The SAM and OAM of the photon are re-expressed as,
SM =
1
c
∫
d3xpi × A (52)
and
LM = −1c
∫
d3xpiµx × ∇Aµ, (53)
respectively.
We now verify the following commutation relations
[S M,i, S M, j] = i~i jkS M,k, (54)
[LM,i, LM, j] = i~i jkLM,k, (55)
[LM,i, S M, j] = 0, (56)
9where i jk is the three-dimensional Levi-Civita tensor and i, j = 1, 2, 3.
[LM,i, LM, j] =
1
c2
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′[pim(x)(x × ∇)iAm(x), pim′ (x′)(x′ × ∇′) jAm′ (x′)]
= − i~
c
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′
{
pim(x′)(x′ × ∇′) jδ3(x − x′)(x × ∇)iAm(x) − pim(x)(x × ∇)iδ3(x − x′)(x′ × ∇′) jAm(x′)
}
(57)
= − i~
c
∫
d3x
{
pim(x)(x × ∇) j(x × ∇)iAm(x) − pim(x)(x × ∇)i(x × ∇) jAm(x)
}
(58)
= − i~
c
∫
d3x
{
pim(x)i jk(x × ∇)kAm(x)
}
= i~i jkLM,k, (59)
[S M,i, S M, j] =
1
c2
ikl jk′l′
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′[pik(x)Al(x), pik′ (x′)Al′ (x′)] (60)
=
1
c2
ikl jk′l′
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′
{
pik(x)[Al(x), pik′ (x′)]Al′ (x′) + pik′ (x′)[pik(x), Al′ (x′)]Al(x)
}
(61)
= − i~
c
d3x
[
ikl jll′pik(x)Al′ (x) − ikl jk′kpik′ (x)Al(x)
]
= i~i jkS M,k. (62)
and
[LM,i, S M, j] = − 1c2
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′[pim(x)(x × ∇)iAm(x),  jklpik(x′)Al(x′)] (63)
=
i~
c
ε0
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′ jkl
{
pik(x)(x × ∇)iδ3(x − x′)Al(x′) − pik(x′)δ3(x − x′)(x × ∇)iAl(x)
}
(64)
= − i~
c
ε0
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′ jkl {[(x × ∇)ipik(x)] Al(x) + pik(x)(x × ∇)iAl(x)} (65)
= − i~
c
ε0
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′ jkl {−pik(x)(x × ∇)iAl(x) + pik(x)(x × ∇)iAl(x)} = 0. (66)
where we have used the similar partial integral techniques in previous subsection and the identities
ikm jlm = δi jδkl − δilδkm. (67)
INTRINSIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF THE PHOTON
To clearly show the ”intrinsic” degrees of the Dirac-Maxwell fields, we perform the plane-wave expansions to the field
operators. The plane-wave expansion of the Dirac field has been well studied. Here, we mainly focus on the expansion of the
SAM and OAM of the photon. The plane-wave expansion of the Maxwell field operator is given by (see Chap. 7 in Ref. [36])
Aµ(x, t) =
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
[
ak,λ(t)µ(k, λ)eik·x + a†k,λ(t)
µ(k, λ)e−ik·x
]
, (68)
piµ(x, t) = i
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
√
~ωk
2µ0(2pi)3
[
ak,λ(t)µ(k, λ)eik·x − a†k,λ(t)µ(k, λ)e−ik·x
]
, (69)
where ωk = c|k| is the frequency of the kth mode and the unit vectors (k, λ) characterize the four possible polarizations of the
photon. For λ = 1, 2, we let
(k, 1) = (0, (k, 1)), (k, 2) = (0, (k, 2)), (70)
where the spacial part (k, λ) (λ = 1, 2) of the polarization four-vector (k, λ) =
(
0(k, λ), (k, λ)
)
satisfys the orthonormal
conditions (k, i) · (k, j) = δi j and (k, 1) · k = (k, 2) · k = 0. The longitudinal and time-like polarization vectors are defined as
(k, 0) = (1, 0, 0, 0), and (k, 3) = (0, k/|k|), (71)
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respectively. It can be easily check that the polarization vectors satisfy the four-dimensional orthonormal conditions
µ(k, λ)µ(k, λ′) = gλλ′ . (72)
These four polarization vectors also satisfy the covariant completeness relation [36]
3∑
λ=0
gλλµ(k, λ)ν(k, λ) = gµν, (73)
where gλλ at the left hand side denotes the sign ±1 instead of the metric tensor. Here, we emphasize that the plane-wave
expansion of piµ is not obtained via the relation in Eq. (48). Equations (68) and (69) function more like the definition of the
ladder operators.
We can re-express the ladder operators ak,λ and a
†
k,λ with canonical field variables A
µ and piµ via the inverse transformation
ak,λ(t) = gλλ
∫
d3x
√
ε0
2~ωk(2pi)3
[
ωkAµ(x, t) − i
ε0
piµ(x, t)
]
µ(k, λ)e−ik·x, (74)
a†k,λ(t) = gλλ
∫
d3x
√
ε0
2~ωk(2pi)3
[
ωkAµ(x, t) +
i
ε0
piµ(x, t)
]
µ(k, λ)eik·x. (75)
Utilizing the quantization ansatz (49) and (50) for the photon, we can verify that the ladder operators satisfy the bosonic com-
mutations
[ak,λ, a
†
k′,λ′ ] = −gλλ′δ3(k − k′), (76)
[ak,λ, ak′,λ′ ] = [a
†
k,λ, a
†
k′,λ′ ] = 0. (77)
The plane-wave expansion of the Hamiltonian HM and the momentum PM of the photon have been given in the textbook [36].
Here, we present some detail to show that no rotating-wave approximation has been taken in the Hamiltonian
HM =
∫
d3xHM = −12
∫ (
µ0pi
µpiµ +
1
µ0
(∇Aµ) · (∇Aµ)
)
d3x (78)
= −
∫
d3x
∫
d3kd3k′
∑
λλ′
~
4(2pi)3
√
ωkωk′
µ(k, λ)µ(k′, λ′)
(
ωkωk′ + c2k · k′
)
×
[
ak,λa
†
k′,λ′e
−i(k−k′)·x + a†k,λak′,λ′e
i(k−k′)·x − ak,λak′,λ′e−i(k+k′)·x − a†k,λa†k′,λ′ei(k+k
′)·x] (79)
= −
∫
d3k
~ωk
2
∑
λλ′
µ(k, λ)µ(k, λ′)
(
ak,λa
†
k,λ′ + a
†
k,λak,λ′
)
(80)
= − 1
2
∫
d3k~ωk
∑
λ
gλλ
(
ak,λa
†
k,λ + a
†
k,λak,λ
)
(81)
=
∫
d3k~ωk
(
a†k,1ak,1 + a
†
k,2ak,2 + a
†
k,3ak,3 − a†k,0ak,0
)
, (82)
where the normal-ordering has been taken in the last step. We note that the counter-rotating wave terms (i.e., ak,λak′,λ′ and
a†k,λa
†
k′,λ′ ) cancel out with each other due to the factor (ωkωk′ + c
2k · k′). No rotating wave approximation has been taken here.
We also note that there are two main problems in the covariant quantization in the Lorenz gauge: (1) the frequency of the
scalar photon is negative; (2) the norm of the scalar-photon state can be negative, i.e., 〈0|ak,0a†k,0|0〉 = −1. The first problem
can be solved by enforcing the Gupta-Bleuler constraint [39, 40], which is the quantum version of the Lorenz gauge condition.
This gauge condition is essential to obtain the quantum Maxwell equation and to remove the gauge dependence in the Lorenz-
gauge quantization framework. The second problem can be solved by exploiting Dirac’s indefinite metric in space of quantum
states [39, 40, 45] (also see Chap. V in [35]).
Similarly, the momentum of the EM field is expanded as
PM = ε0
∫
d3xA˙σ∇Aσ = −1c
∫
d3xpiµ∇Aµ (83)
=
∫
d3k
(
a†k,1ak,1 + a
†
k,2ak,2 + a
†
k,3ak,3 − a†k,0ak,0
)
~k. (84)
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Here, we have neglected the fast-oscillating counter-rotating wave terms, i.e., ak,λa−k,λ′ and a†k,λa
†
−k,λ′ . This approximation will
be taken in all the following quantities, such as the photon spin and OAM operators.
The spin of the Maxwell field can be expanded as
SM = − 1
µ0c
∫
d3x(∂0A) × A = 1c
∫
d3xpi × A (85)
=
i~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∫
d3x (86)
3∑
λ,λ′=1
√
ωk
ωk′
[
ak,λ(k, λ)eik·x − a†k,λ(k, λ)e−ik·x
] [
ak′,λ′(k′, λ′)eik
′·x + a†k′,λ′(k, λ
′)e−ik
′·x] (87)
=i~
∫
d3k
[(
a†k,3ak,2 − a†k,2ak,3
)
(k, 1) +
(
a†k,1ak,3 − a†k,3ak,1
)
(k, 2) +
(
a†k,2ak,1 − a†k,1ak,2
)
(k, 3)
]
(88)
≡i~
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=1
sk,λ, (89)
with λ and
sk,1 = (a†k,3ak,2 − a†k,2ak,3)(k, 1), (90)
sk,2 = (a†k,1ak,3 − a†k,3ak,1)(k, 2), (91)
sk,3 = (a†k,2ak,1 − a†k,1ak,2)(k, 3). (92)
Similarly, the Maxwell OAM can be expanded as
LM =
1
µ0c
∫
d3x(∂0Aµ)x × ∇Aµ = −1c
∫
d3xpiµx × ∇Aµ (93)
= − ~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
3∑
λ=0
gλλ
√
ωk
ωk′
[
ak,λeik·x(x × k′)a†k′,λe−ik
′·x + a†k,λe
−ik·x(x × k′)ak′,λeik′·x
]
(94)
=
~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
3∑
λ=0
gλλ
√
ωk
ωk′
[
ak,λa
†
k′,λe
ik·x(k′ × x)e−ik′·x + a†k,λak′,λe−ik
′·x(k′ × x)eik·x
]
(95)
=
i~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
3∑
λ=0
gλλ
√
ωk
ωk′
[
ak,λa
†
k′,λe
ik·x(k′ × ∇k′ )e−ik′·x − a†k,λak′,λe−ik·xk′ × ∇k′eik
′·x] (96)
= − i~
2
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
gλλ
[
ak,λ(k × ∇k)a†k,λ − a†k,λ(k × ∇k)ak,λ
]
(97)
=i~
∫
d3k
3∑
λ=0
gλλa†k,λ(k × ∇k)ak,λ. (98)
Here, gλλ is the element of the metric tensor instead of the whole tensor.
Utilizing the generators of the SO(3) rotation group, we can re-express the photon spin in the same form of the Dirac spin
SM = ~
∫
d3kφ†k sˆφk, (99)
where the column vector φk = [ak,1, ak,2, ak,3]T is the field operator of the Maxwell field in wave-vector space and the 3 × 3
matrix sˆ =
∑3
λ=1 sˆλ(k, λ) is the spin operator of the Maxwell field with
sˆ1 =
 0 0 00 0 −i0 i 0
 , sˆ2 =
 0 0 i0 0 0−i 0 0
 , sˆ3 =
 0 −i 0i 0 00 0 0
 (100)
satisfying the commutation relation [sˆi, sˆ j] = iεi jk sˆk.
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In Chap. 2 of the textbook [46], the authors defined the four-vector photon spin operator as the quantum Stokes parameter
operators
Σ0 =
∫
d3k(a†k,1ak,1 + a
†
k,2ak,2), (101)
Σ1 =
∫
d3k(a†k,1ak,2 + a
†
k,2ak,1), (102)
Σ2 = i
∫
d3k(a†k,2ak,1 − a†k,1ak,2), (103)
Σ3 =
∫
d3k(a†k,1ak,1 − a†k,2ak,2). (104)
However, this definition has two serious problems. Firstly, none of these four operators is a spin-1 operator, because an extra
factor 2 exists in the commutation relations, i.e, [Σi,Σ j] = 2iεi jkΣk. Secondly, the direction of this “photon spin” is completely
undetermined, because they are constructed in a phase space instead of the real spacetime. This is significantly different from
our defined photon spin operators or the Dirac spin operators as shown in the following.
In the following, we will use the expansion of the electric field E = −c
(
∂0A + ∇A0
)
= cµ0pi − c∇A0
E(x) = i
∫
d3k
√
~ωk
2ε0(2pi)3
[(
ak,1(k, 1) + ak,2(k, 2) + (ak,3 − ak,0)(k, 3)) eik·x − h.c.] , (105)
B(x) =
i
c
∫
d3k
√
~ωk
2ε0(2pi)3
[(
ak,1(k, 2) − ak,2(k, 1)) eik·x − h.c.] . (106)
GAUGE-INVARIANT OBSERVABLES
In this section, we show how to remove the solve the gauge non-invariance in the spin and OAM of the EM field. To fully
solve this problem, we start from the Lagrangian density of the combined Dirac-Maxwell fields,
LQED = i~cψ¯γµ∂µψ − mc2ψ¯ψ − 12µ0 (∂µA
ν)(∂µAν) − qcψ¯γµAµψ, (107)
where ψ is the Dirac field operator, ψ¯ = ψ†γ0, and
γ0 = β, γi = βαi, i = 1, 2, 3 (108)
with
β =
[
I 0
0 −I
]
, αi =
[
0 σi
σi 0
]
, (109)
the 2 × 2 identity matrix I, and the Pauli matrices σi.
From the Noether’s theorem, we obtain the total angular momentum of the system J = SD + LD + SM + LM . The SAM and
OAM of the Dirac field have been well studied and understood
SD =
1
2
~
∫
d3xψ†Σˆψ, (110)
LD =
∫
d3xψ†x × pψ, (111)
where
Σˆ =
[
σˆ 0
0 σˆ
]
, (112)
is the Dirac spin operator. Utilizing the anti-commutation rules of the Dirac field,
[ψr(x, t), ψ†r′ (x
′, t)]+ = δrr′δ3(x − x′), (113)
[ψr(x, t), ψr′ (x′, t)]+ = [ψ†r (x, t), ψ
†
r′ (x
′, t)]+ = 0, (114)
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we can verify that
[S D,i, S D, j] = i~i jkS D,k, (115)
[LD,i, LD, j] = i~i jkLD,k, (116)
[LD,i, S D, j] = 0. (117)
We can easily check that the angular momentum of the Dirac and Maxwell fields commute with each other.
To obtain the gauge-invariant parts of the SAM and OAM of the photon, we split both the vector potential A = A⊥ + A‖ and
the canonical momentum operator pi = pi⊥ + pi‖ into transverse and longitudinal parts, where
∇ · A⊥ = 0, ∇ × A‖ = 0. (118)
∇ · pi⊥ = 0, ∇ × pi‖ = 0. (119)
Then, the total photon spin can be split into three parts
SM =
1
c
∫
d3x[pi⊥ × A⊥ + pi‖ × A⊥ + pi⊥ × A‖], (120)
where the contribution from pi‖ × A‖ is zero. The gauge-invariant of the photon is
SobsM =
1
c
∫
d3xpi⊥ × A⊥ = i~
∫
d3k
(
a†k,2ak,1 − a†k,1ak,2
)
(k, 3), (121)
which is actually the well-known photon helicity and is the only observable part of the photon spin.
Similarly, the total OAM of the photon can be split into
LM =
1
c
∫
d3x[pi j⊥x × ∇A j⊥ + pi j‖x × ∇A j‖ − pi0x × ∇A0], (122)
The gauge-invariant photon OAM is given by
LobsM =
1
c
∫
d3xpi j⊥x × ∇A j⊥ = −i~
∫
d3k
∑
λ=1,2
a†k,λ(k × ∇k)ak,λ. (123)
Using the relations between the transverse part of pi and E, we can rewrite SobsM and L
obs
M as
SobsM = ε0
∫
d3xE⊥ × A⊥, (124)
LobsM = ε0
∫
d3xE j⊥x × ∇A j⊥, (125)
which reduce to the angular momentum of the classical transverse EM field exactly.
The gauge-invariant OAM of the Dirac field is given by
LobsD = LD + LM + SM − LobsM − SobsM (126)
= LD +
1
c
∫
d3x[pi‖ × A⊥ + pi⊥ × A‖ + pi j‖x × ∇A j‖ − pi0x × ∇A0] ≡ LD + Lpure, (127)
where the second part Lpure is a pure contribution term.
The pure gauge term Lpure = Lpure,S + Lpure,L contains the contributions from both the photon spin
Lpure,S =
1
c
∫
d3x
(
pi‖ × A⊥ + pi⊥ × A‖) (128)
and the photon OAM
Lpure,L =
1
c
∫
d3x
(
pi
j
‖x × ∇A j‖ − pi0x × ∇A0
)
. (129)
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We show that Lpure,S will vanish except some surface terms. Using the relations
pi⊥ × A‖ = (pi⊥ · ∇)x × A‖ − x × (pi⊥ · ∇)A‖, (130)
pi‖ × A⊥ = (pi‖ · ∇)x × A⊥ − x × (pi‖ · ∇)A⊥, (131)
we rewrite Lpure,S as
Lpure,S =
∫
d3x
[
1
c
(pi⊥ · ∇)x × A‖ − 1c x × (pi⊥ · ∇)A‖ +
1
c
(pi‖ · ∇)x × A⊥ − 1c x × (pi‖ · ∇)A⊥
]
. (132)
Then using the identity
(pi⊥ · ∇)x × A‖ = ∇ · [pi⊥(x × A‖)] − (∇ · pi⊥)(x × A‖) = ∇ · [pi⊥(x × A‖)]
(pi‖ · ∇)x × A⊥ = ∇ · [pi‖(x × A⊥)] − (∇ · pi‖)(x × A⊥)
we have
Lpure,S =
∫
d3x
[
−1
c
x × (pi⊥ · ∇)A‖ − 1c (∇ · pi‖)(x × A⊥) −
1
c
x × (pi‖ · ∇)A⊥
]
, (133)
where we have neglected the surface integrals of pi⊥(x × A‖) and pi‖(x × A⊥).
Now, we perform the plane-wave expansion for the remaining three terms in Lpure,S:
−
∫
d3xx × (pi⊥ · ∇)A‖ = 0, (134)
− 1
c
∫
d3x(∇ · pi‖)(x × A⊥) (135)
=
~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
√
ωk
ωk′
|k|
[
ak,3eik·x + a†k,3e
−ik·x] [ak′,λx × (k′, λ)eik′·x + a†k′,λx × (k′, λ)e−ik′·x] (136)
=
−~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
√
ωk
ωk′
|k|
[
ak,3eik·x + a†k,3e
−ik·x] [ak′,λ(k′, λ) × xeik′·x + a†k′,λ(k′, λ) × xe−ik′·x] (137)
=
i~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
√
ωk
ωk′
|k|
[
ak,3eik·x + a†k,3e
−ik·x] [ak′,λ(k′, λ) × ∇k′eik′·x − a†k′,λ(k′, λ) × ∇k′e−ik′·x] (138)
=
i~
2
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
√
ωk
ωk′
|k|
[
−ak,3a†k′,λ(k′, λ) × ∇k′δ3(k′ − k′) + a†k,3ak′,λ(k′, λ) × ∇k′δ3(k′ − k′)
]
(139)
=
i~
2
∫
d3k
∑
λ=1,2
|k|
[
ak,3(k, λ) × ∇ka†k,λ − a†k,3(k, λ) × ∇kak,λ
]
(140)
− 1
c
∫
d3xx × (pi‖ · ∇)A⊥ (141)
=
~
2(2pi)3
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
√
ωk
ωk′
|k|
[
ak,3eik·x − a†k,3e−ik·x
] [
ak′,λx × (k′, λ)eik′·x − a†k′,λx × (k′, λ)e−ik
′·x] (142)
=
i~
2
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
√
ωk
ωk′
|k|
[
ak,3a
†
k′,λ(k
′, λ) × ∇k′δ3(k′ − k′) − a†k,3ak′,λ(k′, λ) × ∇k′δ3(k′ − k′)
]
(143)
= − i~
2
∫
d3k
∑
λ=1,2
|k|
[
ak,3(k, λ) × ∇ka†k,λ − a†k,3(k, λ) × ∇kak,λ
]
. (144)
Here, we see Lpure,S vanishes after we neglect some surface terms. We emphasize that the anti-rotating wave terms of the last
terms in Eq. (133) are the same
− i~
2
∫
d3k
∑
λ=1,2
|k|
[
a−k,3(k, λ) × ∇kak,λ − a†−k,3(k, λ) × ∇ka†k,λ
]
, (145)
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which do not cancel out with each other. Thus, the rotating-wave approximation is essential to remove the gauge non-invariant
part of the photon spin.
Thus, the only the OAM of the light contributes to the OAM of the Dirac field
Lpure = Lpure,L = i~
∫
d3k
(
a†k,0k × ∇kak,0 − a†k,3k × ∇kak,3
)
(146)
Next, we show how to remove the gauge-dependence in L′D by enforcing the Gupta-Bleuler gauge constraint.
Gupta-Bleuler condition in the Lorenz gauge
To guarantee that the Lagrangian LQED gives the correct motion equations, we need to add the gauge constraint on the four-
potential Aµ. In classical electrodynamics, the Lorenz condition ∂µAµ = 0 has been applied [47]. However, this gauge condition
can not be generalized as an operator identity directly. We can easily verify that [46]
[∂µAµ(x, t), Aν(x′, t)] = i~cµ0g0,νδ3(x − x′) , 0. (147)
Thus, ∂µAµ can not be a zero operator. This problem has been solved by Gupta and Bleuler independently [39, 40], by enforcing
the following constraint for all physical state |Φ〉
∂µA(+)µ |Φ〉 = 0, 〈Φ|∂µA(−)µ = 0, (148)
where A(+)µ and A
(−)
µ are the positive and negative frequency parts of Aµ, respectively. The summation of the positive and negative
frequency parts gives
〈Φ|∂µAµ|Φ〉 = 〈Φ|(∂µA(+)µ + ∂µA(−)µ )|Φ〉 = 0. (149)
Thus, the Gupta-Bleuler condition is the quantum version of the Lorenz gauge condition. By adding a charge term, Bleuler
generalized the upper constraint to the case when the EM field is coupled to a charge. However, as shown in the Chap. V of [35],
a more straightforward way is to calculate the Heisenberg equation for A(+)0 after performing the plane-wave expansion of Aµ.
The full Hamiltonian describing the interaction of Dirac-Maxwell fields in the Lorenz gauge is given by [35]
H = HD + HTM + H
L
M + H
S
M + H
T
int + H
L
int + H
S
int, (150)
with the Dirac Hamiltonian
HD =
∫
d3xψ†(x, t)
(
cα · p+ βmc2
)
ψ(x, t), (151)
the transverse, longitudinal, and scalar modes of the Maxwell field
HTM =
∫
~ωk
(
a†k,1ak,1 + a
†
k,2ak,2
)
d3k, (152)
HLM =
∫
~ωka
†
k,3ak,3d
3k, (153)
HSM = −
∫
~ωka
†
k,0ak,0d
3k. (154)
Using the definitions of the charge density and current operators,
ρe(x) = qψ†(x)ψ(x), (155)
je(x) = qcψ†(x)αψ(x), (156)
the interaction parts are given by
HTint + H
L
int = −
∫
d3x je(x) · A(x) = −
∫
d3k~ωk
3∑
λ=1
[
a†k,λξ(k) · (k, λ) + h.c.
]
, (157)
HSint = c
∫
d3xρe(x)A0(x) =
∫
d3k~ωk
[
ξ0(k)a†k,0 + ξ
∗
0(k)ak,0
]
, (158)
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where
ξ0(k) =
c
~ωk
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
∫
d3xρe(x)e−ik·x (159)
ξ(k) =
1
~ωk
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
∫
d3x je(x)e−ik·x. (160)
We now give the Gupta-Bleuler condition for the coupled Dirac-Maxwell field. In the Heisenberg picture, the motion equation
of the scalar field is given by
a˙k,0 =
i
~
[H, ak,0] = −iωk[ak,0 − ξ0(k)]. (161)
Here, we see that the time-dependence of the scalar annihilation operator does not follow the free-field one ak,0(t) ,
ak,0(0) exp−iωkt, due to the coupling to the Dirac field.
The Gupta-Bleuler condition requires that the four-divergence of the positive frequency part of Aµ acting on any physical state
|Φ〉 equals zero. To hold for all plane-wave modes, this requires [35][
1
c
a˙k,λ + i|k|ak,3
]
|Φ〉 = i|k| [ak,3 − ak,0 + ξ0(k)] |Φ〉 = 0, (162)
i.e., [
ak,3 − ak,0 + ξ0(k)] |Φ〉 = 0. (163)
The conjugate of the upper equation gives
〈Φ|
[
a†k,3 − a†k,0 + ξ∗0(k)
]
= 0. (164)
We emphasize that the Gupta-Bleuler condition for the combined system in the Lorenz gauge is different from the free-space
one [36, 39], which do not have the shift ξ0(k).
Applying the Gupta-Bleuler constraint (163) and (164) to Eq. (146), we have
〈Φ|Lpure,L|Φ〉 = i~
∫
d3k
{
〈Φ|[a†k,3 + ξ∗0(k)] (k × ∇k) [ak,3 + ξ0(k)]|Φ〉 − 〈Φ|ξ0(k) (k × ∇k) a†k,3|Φ〉
}
(165)
= i~
∫
d3k
{
〈Φ|
[
ξ∗0(k) (k × ∇k) ak,3 − ξ0(k) (k × ∇k) a†k,3
]
|Φ〉 + 〈Φ|ξ0(k)(k × ∇k)ξ∗0(k)|Φ〉
}
. (166)
The last term vanishes due to the fact,
ξ0(−k)(−k × ∇−k)ξ∗0(−k) = ξ∗0(k)(k × ∇k)ξ0(k) (167)
where we have used the fact ξ0(−k) = ξ∗0(k) and the integral by parts. Using the following plane-wave expansion,
−q
∫
d3xψ†x × A‖ψ = −
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
ρe(x)x ×
[
ak,3(k, 3)eik·x + a†k,3(k, 3)e
−ik·x] (168)
=
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
ρe(x)
[
ak,3(k, 3) × xeik·x + a†k,3(k, 3) × xe−ik·x
]
(169)
=
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
ρe(x)
[
ak,3
k
|k| × (−i∇k)e
ik·x + a†k,3
k
|k| × (i∇k)e
−ik·x
]
(170)
=i
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
√
~
2ε0ωk(2pi)3
ρe(x)
[
eik·x
k
|k| × ∇kak,3 − e
−ik·x k
|k| × ∇ka
†
k,3
]
(171)
=i~
∫
d3k
[
ξ∗0(k) (k × ∇k) ak,3 − ξ0(k) (k × ∇k) a†k,3
]
, (172)
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we have
〈Φ|Lpure,L|Φ〉 = 〈Φ| − q
∫
d3xψ†x × A‖ψ|Φ〉 (173)
Thus, 〈Φ|LobsD |Φ〉 = 〈Φ|L˜obsD |Φ〉 with the equivalent OAM of the Dirac field in the Lorenz gauge
L˜obsD =
∫
d3x
[
ψ†x × (p− qA‖)ψ
]
, (174)
which is gauge invariant.
COMMUTATION RELATIONS FOR THE OBSERVABLES
The gauge-invariant decomposition of the total QED angular momentum is given by: J = LobsD + SD + L
obs
M + S
obs
M .
It is easily to that
[S obsM,i, S
obs
M, j] = 0. (175)
Because the photon spin for plane-wave modes sk,3 = (a†k,2ak,1 − a†k,1ak,2)(k, 3) with different k commutes, i.e., [sk,3, sk′,3] = 0.
For a single plane wave, the three components of sk,3 in a local coordinate frame also commute with other.
Utilizing the following relation
− ~2
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′[a†k,λ(k × ∇k)iak,λ, a†k′,λ′ (k′ × ∇k′ ) jak′,λ′ ] (176)
=~2
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′gλλ
[
a†k,λ(k × ∇k)iδ3(k − k′)(k′ × ∇k′ ) jak′,λ − a†k′,λ(k′ × ∇k′ ) jδ3(k − k′)(k × ∇k)iak,λ
]
(177)
= − ~2
∫
d3kgλλ
{[
(k × ∇k)ia†k,λ
]
(k × ∇k) jak,λ −
[
(k × ∇k) ja†k,λ
]
(k × ∇k)iak,λ
}
(178)
=~2
∫
d3kgλλ
{
a†k,λ
[
(k × ∇k)i(k × ∇k) j − (k × ∇k) j(k × ∇k)i
]
ak,λ
}
(179)
= − ~2
∫
d3k
∑
λ
gλλa†k,λi jk(k × ∇k)kak,λ, (180)
we can verify that L′M still satisfies the standard angular momentum commutation relation
[LobsM,i, L
obs
M, j] = i~i jkL
obs
M,k. (181)
We can also show that
[S obsM,i, L
obs
M, j] =~
2
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
∑
λ=1,2
i(k, 3)[a†k,2ak,1 − a†k,1ak,2, a†k′,λ(k′ × ∇k′ ) jak′,λ] = 0. (182)
Since LobsD does not contain transverse Maxwell modes, then we can easily obtain
[LobsD,i , S
obs
M, j] = [L
obs
D,i , L
obs
M, j] = 0. (183)
From Eqs.(117) and (180), we can verify that
[LobsD,i , L
obs
D, j] = i~i jkL
obs
D,k. (184)
Angular momentum operators from the standard QED Lagrangian
The modern gauge field theory for QED is based on the gauge invariance of the standard Lagrangian density [41, 48, 49]
LQED,ST = i~cψ¯γµ∂µψ − mc2ψ¯ψ − qcψ¯γµAµψ − 14µ0 F
µνFµν. (185)
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In this subsection, we show how to obtain the gauge-invariant decomposition of the angular momentum from the standard QED
Lagrangian.
Following the Neother’s theorem, Jaffe and Manohar gave the canoical decomposition of the angular momentum J = SD +
LD + SM,JM + LM,JM [22, 27]. The canonical SAM and OAM of the Dirac field are given in Eqs. (111) and (112), respectively.
The SAM and OAM of the Maxwell field are given by
SM,JM = ε0
∫
d3xE × A, (186)
LM,JM = ε0
∫
d3xE jx × ∇A j. (187)
Similar to the canonical decomposition obtained from the Lorenz gauge, LD, SM,JM, and LM,JM are not gauge invariant. There
is another problem that the longitudinal part of the electric field can not be quantized. As explain in Chap. II of the text book [35],
both the scalar potential A0 and the longitudinal vector potential A‖ are redundant dynamical variables, which can be eliminated
via the Euler-Lagrange equation for A0 and the Coulomb gauge condition ∇ · A = 0 (i.e., A‖ = 0). The reduced QED Lagrangian
in the Coulomb gauge is given by
L′QED,ST = i~c
∫
d3x
{
ψ¯γµ∂µψ − mc2ψ¯ψ −
∫
d3x′
ρe(x)ρe(x′)
8piε0|x − x′| − qcψ
†α · A⊥ψ + 12µ0 [(∂0A⊥)
2 − (∇ × A⊥)2]
}
. (188)
The quantization of the Dirac-Maxwell fields is actually based on this reduced Lagrangian density.
The quantization procedure of the Dirac field does not change. The canonical momentum of the EM field is given by [35, 36]
pi⊥ =
1
µ0
∂0A⊥ = − 1cµ0 E⊥. (189)
The quantization of the EM field in the Coulomb gauge can be achieved by postulating the following commutation relation,
[Ai⊥(x, t), E
j
⊥(x
′, t)] = i
~
ε0
δ
i j
⊥(x − x′), (190)
where
δ
i j
⊥(x − x′ =
1
(2pi)3
∫
d3keik·x
(
δi j − kik j|k|2
)
(191)
is the transverse delta function.
In the Coulomb gauge, the longitudinal part of the quantum field operator A vanishes, i.e., A‖ = 0. The OAM angular
momentum automatically reduces to our defined gauge-invariant OAM of the photon,
LM,JM = L′M = ε0
∫
d3xE j⊥x × ∇A j⊥. (192)
By splitting both the electric field E and the vector potential A into transverse and longitudinal parts, we have
SM,JM = ε0
∫
d3x
[
E⊥ × A⊥ + E⊥ × A‖ + E‖ × A⊥] , (193)
where the second term vanishes in the Coulomb gauge. Using the relations
E‖ × A⊥ = (E‖ · ∇)x × A⊥ − x × (E‖ · ∇)A⊥, (194)
and integral by parts, we have ∫
d3xE‖ × A⊥ = −
∫
d3x
[
(∇ · E‖)x × A⊥ + x × (E‖ · ∇)A⊥] , (195)
where we have neglected a boundary term during the partial integral. Using the plane-wave expansion [replacing the ladder
operators in Eq. (222) with classical coefficients], we can verified that the two terms in (195) actually cancel out with each other
except the anti-rotating wave terms.
Finally, we obtain the gauge-invariant decomposition of the QED angular momentum J = L+SD +LobsM +S
obs
M , which recovers
the results obtained in the Lorenz quantization frame-work. We note that in the Coulomb gauge, the pure gauge contribution to
the OAM of the Dirac field disappears.
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Dirac SAM Dirac OAM Maxwell SAM Maxwell OAM Fully
quantized
Independent
observables
Our
Decomposition
1
2~
∫
d3 xψ†Σˆψ
∫
d3 xψ†x × pψ + Lpure ε0
∫
d3 xE⊥×A⊥ ε0
∫
d3 xE j⊥x × ∇A j⊥ Yes Yes
Belinfante [21]
Decomposition
JD =
∫
d3 xψ¯[x × 12 (γ0iD + γiD0)]ψ JM = ε0
∫
d3 xx × (E × B) No No
Ji [23]
Decomposition
1
2~
∫
d3 xψ†Σˆψ 12~
∫
d3 xψ†x × iDψ JM = ε0
∫
d3 xx × (E × B) No No
Jaffe-Manohar [22]
Decomposition
1
2~
∫
d3 xψ†Σˆψ
∫
d3 xψ†x × pψ SM = ε0
∫
d3 xE×A ε0
∫
d3 xE jx × ∇A j No No
Chen et al [24]
Decomposition
1
2~
∫
d3 xψ†Σˆψ
∫
d3 xψ†x × (p− qA‖)ψ ε0
∫
d3 xE×A⊥ ε0
∫
d3 xE jx × ∇A j⊥ No No
Wakamatsu [25]
Decomposition
1
2~
∫
d3 xψ†Σˆψ
∫
d3 xψ†x × (p− qA)ψ ε0
∫
d3 xE×A⊥ ε0
∫
d3 x[E jx×∇A j⊥+
(∇ · E)x × ∇A⊥]
No No
TABLE I. We contrast our decomposition of the QED angular momentum with previous results. The electromagnetic field has been fully
quantized only in our work. All previous work are based on the stand QED Lagrangian density, with which the longitudinal electric field can
not be quantized. Only in our decomposition, the four parts of the angular momentum commute with each other, thus they can be measured
independently. Here, Dµ = ∂µ + iqAµ is the covariant derivative.
CONTRAST WITH PREVIOUS DECOMPOSITION
In the review article [27], the authors have listed another five decompositions of the QED angular momentum [21–25], which
are equivalent to each other except a surface term. Some of the decompositions did not separate the SAM and OAM of the
photon [21, 23]. The rest decompositions have applied the the classical Gauss law ∇ · E(x) = ρe(x)/ε0 to a term ε0(∇ · E‖)x ×
A‖ [22, 24, 25]. However, the Gauss law is not an operator identity in the Lorenz-gauge quantization framework, which can only
be recovered on the mean-value sense by enforcing the Gupta-Bleuler condition, i.e., 〈Φ|[∇ · E(x)]|Φ〉 = q〈Φ|ψ†ψ|Φ〉/ε0. After
neglecting the counter-rotating wave terms, we can show that 〈Φ|ε0(∇ · E‖)x × A‖|Φ〉 = ρex × A‖/2. This leads to some of the
decompositions are not truly gauge invariant after quantization in the Lorenz gauge. This means those decompositions are not
gauge free. We can also show that in those decomposition, the OAM of the Dirac field, the SAM of the photon, and the OAM
of the photon do not commute with each other, which means they can not be measured independently in experiment. In Table I,
we contrast our decomposition of the QED angular momentum with previous results.
In the following, we show some commutation and gauge issues in previous decompositions. Since the longitudinal electric
field can not be quantized with the standard QED Lagrangian density LQED,ST, we use the quantum operators of the EM field
obtain by quantizing LQED in the Lorenz gauge to check the commutation relations.
The Belinfante and Ji decompositions
In Belinfante and Ji decompositions, the total angular momentum of the photon has not been decomposed into spin and
OAM contributions. Using the plane-wave expansion of the electric field (105) and magnetic field (106), we expand the angular
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momentum of the photon as
JM =ε0
∫
d3xx × (E × B) (196)
= − 1
2c
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
~
√
ωkωk′
(2pi)3
x ×
[
−(ak,1a†k′,1ei(k−k
′)·x + a†k,1ak′,1e
−i(k−k′)·x)(k, 1) × (k′, 2)
+(ak,2a
†
k′,2e
i(k−k′)·x + a†k,2ak′,2e
−i(k−k′)·x)(k, 2) × (k′, 1)
]
+ · · · (197)
= − 1
2c
∫
d3x
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′
~
√
ωkωk′
(2pi)3
[
−i(ak,1a†k′,1∇k′ei(k−k
′)·x − a†k,1ak′,1∇k′e−i(k−k
′)·x) × (k, 1) × (k′, 2)
+i(ak,2a
†
k′,2∇k′ei(k−k
′)·x − a†k,2ak′,2∇k′e−i(k−k
′)·x)(k, 2) × (k′, 1)
]
+ · · · (198)
= − 1
2c
∫
d3k
∫
d3k′~ωk
[
−i(ak,1a†k′,1∇k′δ(k − k′) − a†k,1ak′,1∇k′δ(k − k′)) × (k, 3)
−i(ak,2a†k′,2∇k′δ(k − k′) − a†k,2ak′,2∇k′δ(k − k′)) × (k, 3)
]
+ · · · (199)
= − i~
∫
d3k
ωk
2c
{[
ak,1∇ka†k,1 − a†k,1∇kak,1 + ak,2∇ka†k,2 − a†k,2∇kak,2
]
× (k, 3)
−
[
(ak,3 − ak,0)∇ka†k,2 − (a†k,3 − a†k,0)∇kak,2
]
× (k, 2) +
[
(ak,3 − ak,0)∇ka†k,1 − (a†k,3 − a†k,0)∇kak,1
]
× (k, 1)
}
(200)
= − i~
∫
d3k
ωk
2c
{
2
[
ak,1∇ka†k,1 + ak,2∇ka†k,2
]
× (k, 3) −
[
(ak,3 − ak,0)∇ka†k,2 − (a†k,3 − a†k,0)∇kak,2
]
× (k, 2)
+
[
(ak,3 − ak,0)∇ka†k,1 − (a†k,3 − a†k,0)∇kak,1
]
× (k, 1)
}
. (201)
It can be verified that this form of the total angular momentum of light does not satisfy the angular momentum commutation
relation, because the last two parts in Eq. (201) commute with each other. We find that the EM field has a contribution to
the angular momentum of the Dirac field both in Belinfante and Ji decompositions. We can also verify that this part does
not commute with JM . Thus, in these two decompositions, the angular momenta of the photon and the Dirac field cannot be
measured independently in experiment.
The JaffeManohar decomposition
The JaffeManohar decomposition reads J = SD + LD + SM,JM + LM,JM [22, 27], where the SAM and OAM of the Maxwell
field are given by
SM,JM = ε0
∫
d3xE × A, (202)
LM,JM = ε0
∫
d3xE jx × ∇A j, (203)
respectively. This decomposition has been known to be gauge dependent [27]. But here, we show there are also some problem
in the commutation relations.
The plane-wave expansion of SM,JM and LM,JM are given by
SM,JM = i
~
2
∫
d3k
{
[a†k,3ak,2 + (a
†
k,3 − a†k,0)ak,2](k, 1) + [a†k,1ak,3 + a†k,1(ak,3 − ak,0)](k, 2) + 2a†k,2ak,1(k, 3) − h.c.
}
, (204)
LM,JM = −i~
∫
d3k
{
a†k,1(k × ∇k)ak,1 + a†k,2(k × ∇k)ak,2 +
1
2
[
(a†k,3 − a†k,0)(k × ∇k)ak,3 + a†k,3(k × ∇k)(ak,3 − ak,0)
]}
. (205)
Using the commutation relations of the ladder operators (76) and (77), we can see that SM,JM and LM,JM commute with each
other, but none of them satisfy the standard angular momentum commutation relations, i.e.,
[S iM,JM, S
j
M,JM] , i~ε
i jkS kM,JM, (206)
[LiM,JM, L
j
M,JM] , i~ε
i jkLkM,JM. (207)
The problem comes from the fact
[
(ak,3 − ak,0), (a†k,3 − a†k,0)
]
= 0.
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The Chen et al. and the Wakamatsu decompositions
To solve the gauge dependent problem, Chen et al. split the gauge field A into physical (transverse) and pure-gauge (longitu-
dinal) parts, i.e., A = A⊥ + A‖. Then, they put the gauge dependent parts in SM,JM and LM,JM into LD. Finally, they obtained the
”guage-invariant” decomposition of the the QED angular momentum J = SD + LD,Chen + SM,Chen + LM,Chen, where the OAM of
the Dirac field, SAM, and OAM of the Maxwell field are given by
LD,Chen =
∫
d3x
[
−i~ψ†x × ∇ψ − ε0(∇ · E)x × A‖
]
, (208)
SM,Chen = ε0
∫
d3xE × A⊥, (209)
LM,Chen = ε0
∫
d3xE jx × ∇A j⊥. (210)
Their plane-wave expansion are given by
LD,Chen = −i~
∫
d3xψ†x × ∇ψ − i~
2
∫
d3k
[
(a†k,3 − a†k,0) (k × ∇k) ak,3 + a†k,3 (k × ∇k) (ak,3 − ak,0)
]
, (211)
SM,Chen =
i~
2
∫
d3k
[
(a†k,3 − a†k,0)ak,2(k, 1) + a†k,1(ak,3 − ak,0)(k, 2) + 2a†k,2ak,1(k, 3) − h.c.
]
, (212)
LM,Chen = −i~
∫
d3k
[
a†k,1(k × ∇k)ak,1 + a†k,2(k × ∇k)ak,2
]
. (213)
Applying the classical Gauss’s law ∇ · E = ρe/ε0 to Eq. (208), we can obtain the expression of LD,Chen in the original
paper [24]. However, due to the rotating-wave approximation in the plane-wave expansion, we can check that by applying the
Gupta-Bleuler constraint (163) and (164) on LD,Chen in Eq. (211),
〈Φ|LD,Chen|Φ〉 = 〈Φ|
∫
d3xψ†x ×
(
−i~∇ − 1
2
qA‖
)
ψ|Φ〉, (214)
the mean value of LD,Chen is not gauge invariant after quantization in the Lorenz gauge.
We can verify that none of LD,Chen, SM,Chen, and LM,Chen satisfies the standard commutation relation, i.e.,
[LiD,Chen, L
j
D,Chen] , i~
i jkLkD,Chen, (215)
[S iM,Chen, S
j
M,Chen] , i~
i jkS kM,Chen, (216)
[LiM,Chen, L
j
M,Chen] , i~
i jkLkM,Chen, (217)
We can also verify that these three quantities do not commute with each other, which means they can not be measured indepen-
dently.
Similar issues also exist in Wakamatsu decomposition. Before apply the classcial Gauss’s law, Wakamatsu decomposition
should be given by J = SD + LD,Wak + SM,Wak + LM,Wak, where
LD,Wak =
∫
d3x
[
−i~ψ†x × ∇ψ − ε0(∇ · E)x × A
]
, (218)
SM,Wak = ε0
∫
d3xE × A⊥, (219)
LM,Wak = ε0
∫
d3xE jx × ∇A j⊥ + ε0(∇ · E)x × A⊥. (220)
We can also show that these three quantities do not commute with each other. It can also be verified that LD,Wak is not gauge
invariant after quantization in Lorentz gauge. So this decomposition is not gauge free.
After plane-wave expansion, we can show that the transverse part of the photon spin in Chen et al. and Wakamatsu decompo-
sitions actually vanishes
ε0
∫
d3xE‖ × A⊥ = −ε0
∫
d3x
[
(∇ · E‖)x × A⊥ + x × (E‖ · ∇)A⊥] = 0, (221)
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where we have used the following identity
ε0
∫
d3x(∇ · E‖)x × A⊥ = −ε0
∫
d3xx × (E‖ · ∇)A⊥
=
i~
2
∫
d3k
2∑
λ=1
|k|
[
(a†k,3 − a†k,0)(k, λ) × ∇kak,λ + a†k,λ(k, λ) × ∇k(ak,3 − ak,0)
]
. (222)
